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Economies all over the world – including those in Asia – are starting to recover from the
recent downturn. But as organisations and businesses gear themselves up for the rebound, a
question that looms ahead is that of leadership: how to build a strong leadership bench for
sustainable growth and success?
In May 2009, Singapore's Ministry of Manpower (MOM) organised an executive roundtable
forum which brought together leading executives and thought leaders from various industries
and sectors. They debated on topics ranging from developing talent management philosophies
and strategies for Asia, tailoring global leadership development practices for leaders in the
region, to implementing programmes for attracting, grooming and retaining future CEOs,
tackling present and future challenges related to meeting leadership demands in the region.
The ideas generated are captured in the book, “Leadership in Asia: Challenges and Opportunities”, edited by Dave
Ulrich, a professor of business at the University of Michigan, with the support of MOM.
In his foreword, Leo Yip, MOM’s permanent secretary wrote, “a strong talent bench, particularly managerial talent” is
needed for Asian enterprises that want to “seize opportunities, grow new markets and operate across borders and
cultures”. But while the demand for such talent has been strong following the rapid growth in Asia in recent years,
“the supply pipeline has not been able to keep up”. Asian companies that want to grow their business globally will
require managerial talent with global business skills, whereas MNCs who want to grow their Asian businesses require
talent that can operate effectively in the region. These present “a unique set of leadership and human capital
challenges”, Yip added.
The first chapter, written by Ulrich, provides a contextual basis to which leadership is explored in the book. He is
careful to point out that Asia cannot be seen as a single entity, where the same formula of doing things will work
across all industries, cultures, and levels – rather, this is a continent that is “an amalgamation of countries,
companies, cultures and contexts”. Given that they differ in terms of cultural heritage, political systems, population
demographics, among other aspects, no single Asian view of leadership can be applied across the region.
Also, by Ulrich’s definition, leadership is not only “the individual or executive team at the top of the organisation”,
but “anyone who is charged with getting work done by guiding the behaviour of others would be considered a
leader”. In other words, a “leader” is not just the CEO or his inner circle of senior executives, but also, the people
behind new products, heads of finance, information technology, human resources, etc.
For leaders, by leaders
What makes this book more valuable for practitioners of leadership – or those aspiring so – is the collection of views
from renowned figures from various backgrounds and industries who have taken on leadership positions in the region.
Saw Phaik Hwa, who made a successful transition from retail at DFS to the decidedly different position in public
transport services, is one example. Saw, president and CEO of SMRT Corporation, noted a difference between
business leadership styles in Asia and America.
Asian companies are still largely family-driven or personality-based, they will employ leadership styles similar to those
used in the West as they become more plugged into the global capital markets, she said. The ideal leader of
tomorrow, according to Saw, “will need to be farsighted, appreciate cultures, possess emotional intelligence, have a
global outlook, and be able to seek and maximise opportunities”. But “regardless of leadership style, whether
autocratic, charismatic or participative, success will be determined more by the ability to adapt swiftly and
effectively to varying environmental factors and context”.
For Saw, leadership success can be measured using various key parameters, including “the financial viability and
business sustainability of the organisation”. Instead of marking short-term results, the organisation should have a
clearly-defined brand and vision “that will set the stage for change and growth forward”. Saw also raised the need
for business ethics and organisational propriety to "stretch beyond corporate governance and transparency, and
embrace responsibility for business impact on all stakeholders and the environment”.
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Engaging and retaining talent
Positive leadership and talent engagement are two factors that can help Asian firms ride out of the recession,
according to Gerald Chan, Country Head and CEO of UBS Singapore. Positive leadership refers to “the ability to lead
oneself during times of crisis” while talent engagement refers to “the ability to keep one’s talents engaged,
committed and resilient during difficult times”.
Chan noted that emotional and mental stress levels sometimes rise when times are difficult. At UBS Singapore, he
said, counsellors are on hand to help employees through challenges, be it personal or work-related. There are also
talks and events aimed at helping employees cope with stress, deal with changes and address their general well-
being, which includes physical, mental and financial health.
UBS has also invested significantly in talent development. To train a growing number of relationship managers
needed for the bank's wealth management business, the largest in the world, they set up the UBS Wealth
Management Campus at the Command House, a refurbished colonial-era bungalow nestled just off Bukit Timah Road.
Here, new hires are trained and inducted on the finer art of engaging and managing clients. The campus is also used
for the on-going training and enrichment of existing employees.
Other than talent development, staff engagement is key at UBS. “Senior leaders of the firm welcome feedback and
dialogue with employees and are accessible to employees of all levels for them to voice their ideas and concerns,”
said Chan.
Nurturing the leadership bench
Liew Mun Leong, president and CEO of CapitaLand, the biggest property developer in southeast Asia, places great
emphasis on grooming “internationally experienced corporate leaders and a strong management bench”.
According to Liew, Asian companies had not been big on leadership and human capital development – until recently,
as Asia's rapid globalisation forced them to confront the issue.
Liew listed three reasons why Asian companies did not train or nurture enough CEOs. First, they are “late developers
in the area of leadership development”. With the exception of Japan, Asian states were “command” or “protectionist”
economies for a long time. This is why, he explained, they lag behind their Western counterparts in modernising
managerial methods and corporate culture.
Second, management becomes hampered as most Asian companies (13 out of the 20 largest) are either family-
owned or state-owned. As the top ranks in these companies are filled by family members or state-appointed
managers, there is no real incentive to nurture employees for positions of leadership.
Finally, Asian managers working for multinational companies, despite their value and proven expertise in running Asian
operations for international outfits, are hardly deemed to be potential occupants of corner offices at MNC
headquarters.
Liew noted that the local offices of MNCs will often have to follow policies from their corporate headquarters back in
the West. Plus, local leaders in Asia may not have the benefit of a broad exposure to the full range of business
functions and high-level decision-making processes. It is only recently that the situation has changed – that the
weight has shifted to Asia, where MNCs are concerned.
Managing change and diversity
Liak Teng Lit, CEO of Alexandra Hospital, shared his experience on leadership at a time of major change. Alexandra,
which was founded in the 1930s as a British military hospital, requires a major upgrade. Plans were drawn up for a
new hospital, to be located in northern Singapore. Liak's team was asked to move and manage this new hospital –
named the Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, in honour of the $125 million donation made by the late banking tycoon’s Khoo
Foundation.
The key challenge for Liak, as set out by Singapore's Ministry of Health: "to transform the model of healthcare”. This
means that the hospital’s managers cannot "simply repeat successful solutions of the past in addressing new
challenges”.
With a team drawn from various public and private hospitals, people came from diverse backgrounds and had
different personalities. This diversity served the leadership well, as "we had numerous challenges to solve that
required different perspectives,” Liak explained. But it also presented challenges, especially when it came to getting
"everyone to row in the same direction".
Thus, people were systematically inducted into the organisation through a mix of programmes conducted by the top
leadership team personally, as opposed to the human resources department – so that everyone can better
appreciate the organisational philosophy, strategy and approach.
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A “reading list”, comprising of titles like “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People”, “Built to Last”, “Good to Great”,
“Winning" and “The Toyota Way” was also drawn up for supervisors and managers. Book reviews are held weekly,
during the lunch hour, to promote a culture of reading and sharing knowledge.
Further attention and practice
While the various contributors presented sets of different challenges and offered their own viewpoints, a common
thread running through the book was that they all felt more attention ought to be given to the study of leadership.
Ulrich, in his concluding remarks, pointed to some specific means to which the subject could be couched - maintain
“Asian uniqueness” with a global perspective; bridge academic theory and research with organisation practice; build
shared leadership institutes; and focus on the future, and not the past.
“Most of these CEOs and thought leaders are focused on what leaders need to know and do going forward. Most
agree that the future will require leaders with the ability to craft strategic insights, the discipline to execute them,
the capacity to engage others in shaping the future, the willingness to transfer leadership to the next generation,
and a personal proficiency that includes integrity, courage, passion, learning agility and emotional intelligence”.
In short, “leadership is clearly more art than science. However, by bringing industry, consulting and academic
thought leaders together, lessons can be learnt that can be adapted to many,” wrote Ulrich.
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